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Dear ACT Members and Friends,

Again during June and July 1999, Romania was hit by heavy rains accompanied by hail and lightening which resulted
in swelling rivers, floods, landslides and waves of mud through hillside villages.

At least 130 localities in 21 counties, out of a total of 40 counties, were affected. Government statistics list more than
20 deaths (drowned or struck by lightening) and a large number of wounded people. Roads, bridges and houses were
washed away or have been seriously damaged and almost 23,000 hectares of agricultural land was destroyed.

The Ecumenical Association of Churches in Romania, AIDRom, previously known for the relief assistance given
to flood victims during the big 1997 Eastern Europe floods (ACT EUFL71), most recently has been helping the
January-February flood victims in Romania through ACT Rapid Response Funds. As a response to the June-July
floods, AIDRom, through its implementing partners and Bishop Offices, appeals to assist in 15 affected villages in
reconstruction and rehabilitation of damaged infrastructure. Humanitarian assistance shall be given to 111 most
affected rural families who lost their shelter and means of income during the floods.   

Thank you for supporting AIDRom in its efforts to help the flood disaster victims in Romania.

Please kindly send your contributions to the ACT bank account.   

For further information, please contact:
ACT Co-ordinator, Miriam Lutz (phone 41 22 791 6033 or mobile phone ++ 41 79 203 6055)
or  ACT Appeals Officer, Inge Hessenauer (phone +41 22 791 6039)

ACT Web Site address: http://www.act-intl.org

Rev. Myra Blyth Miriam Lutz Rev. Rudolf Hinz
Director ACT Co-ordinator Director
WCC/Cluster on Relations LWF/World Service

I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER

ACT is a worldwide network of churches and related
agencies meeting human need through coordinated 
emergency  response.
The ACT Coordinating Office is based with the World
Council of Churches (WCC) and the Lutheran World
Federation (LWF)  in Switzerland.
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Ecumenical Association of Churches in Romania - AIDRom

II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER AND PARTNER INFORMATION

AIDRom is the ecumenical association of churches in Romania, a non-governmental body, whose
primarily aim is to assure an ecumenical cooperation between the member churches (Romanian
Orthodox, Hungarian Reformed, German Lutheran) regarding education, mission, social and diaconal
matters, ecology - meanwhile assisting financially various ecumenical projects of these churches, through
the coordination of the Bishops Offices. Since 1991 AIDRom is actively involved in the helping process
of the victims of various natural disasters (1991 earthquake in Banath region, 1991 flood in Moldavia,
1995, 1997, 1998 floods from Transylvania, Moldavia and Southern Romania through its Emergency
Unit.

Implementing Partners:

Orthodox Mitropolian Office of Banat -  His Holiness Mitropol Nicolae
Orthodox Archbishops Office of  Cluj - His Holiness  Anania Bartolomeu Archbishop
Western Reformed Bishops Office “Kings Cross” - Rev. Bishop László Tõkés
Reformed  Bishops Office of Transivania - Rev. D. Dr. Kalman Csiha
Unitarian Bishops Office of Transilvania – Rev. Dr.Arpad Szabo
Local Mayor Offices and Administrative Councils

These partners are directly involved in AIDRom's activities on all issues related to the project and areas.
The experience in emergency assistance of the above mentioned partners is relevant: in all cases when
support was requested for the victims of natural disasters, AIDRom made the final application to
international aid agencies and ACT, based on the reports of the Bishop Offices. Later on, these
implementing partners also assisted in project administration, monitoring and coordination.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EMERGENCY SITUATION

Background:

Romania experiences again the nightmare of summer floods as they happen every year since 1990. It
seems that with an accuracy of plus/minus 2 days, the strong summer rain falls and tornados are coming
regularly in the same period over the past 4 years.  Governors of the country instead of learning from
the past years experiences to take preventive measures, visit the affected sites and promise, that next
time it would be different. However, the same tragedies happen year by year.
At the end, when the waters have passed away, disaster and agony mark hundreds of families for their
lifetime: Some of them lost everything for what they have struggled in their lives (houses, farms, gardens
or fruit-farms). Others lost their beloved ones drowned, hit by lightning or electrocuted during the flood.

Current Crisis Situation:

The rains from June 21 to 23, 1999, caused a massive flood which waved over the populated areas and
agricultural lands in 17 counties of Romania. The Western counties of Transylvania and most of
Moldavia were seriously affected. As in previous years, the most affected people are the private farmers
and families, who are living on what they are able to grow and cultivate on their fields to assure the
necessities for their subsistence and livelihood. The tragedy was enhanced by the floods which came in
mid-July.

Impact on Human Lives and Damages:

A preliminary  balance of the June floods disaster shows so far:
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- 17 counties seriously affected: Alba, Arad, Bacau, Buzau, Salaj, Vaslui, Vrancea,
Maramures, Suceava, Gorj, Harghita, Hunedoara, Neamt, Caras-Severin, Calarasi, Cluj,
Galati.

- 17 deaths
- 313 families evacuated
- 659 homes and houses completely washed away
- 7,000 hectares of agricultural lands destroyed

Since many years, local and regional authorities are asking for financial support from the government
to build strong and resistant dams and to consolidate the embankments where necessary. However, since
many years during the floods, the politicians take out their raincoats and boots, fly by helicopters to the
affected regions and promise nothing else but blankets, medicines, biscuits and drinking-water. The truth
is, that Romania is suffering of a chronicle poverty: there aren't so many blankets to cover all needs of
the victims, nor biscuits to feed or containers to transport the drinkable water. The negligence of the
authorities condemns people to start again everything from the beginning, to build up their shelters and
homes, lasting probably only until the next flood. Every year hundreds of billions of Lei are promised
for dams, embankments and consolidation, but until now theseplans remain only promises.

As a result the impact of the July floods were devastating: a large water-collector embankment from the
Retezat mountains (on the river Raul Marewestern Romania, Hunedoara county) couldn’t resist the high
pressure of the water accumulated after the strong rain falls from 12-13 July. Within 5 minutes it broke
completely and totally washed away the first village on its way. The balance: a totally destroyed
mountain village, 13 deaths, 25 missing persons and many wounded.
 
More of these tragedies happened in many parts of the country after the July flood, especially in South-
Western Romania, Mehedinti county:

-     6 deaths (other than those from Retezat)
-     400 persons evacuated
- 528 homes and houses completely washed away
- 45 missing persons (together with those from the above mentioned tragedy)
- 4,700 hectares of lands destroyed

Adding to all these damages from the June and July floods, is the large number of destroyed roads,
railways, bridges and other civil settlements of  community interest. The greatest problem of the affected
communities is the rehabilitation of the infrastructure which serves every day needs: potable water,
electricity, shelter.

It is very unlikely that the wounds of  those flood victims will be healed by the authorities this time. Most
of them will never be compensated or indemnified, as there is no one to be blamed and hold responsible
for the bridges which broke during the flood, for the dams and embankments which have never been built
up. Many people advanced applications to different assurance companies in order to assure their goods,
but were systematically refused for the reason that insurances do not take over responsibility in areas
with such a high risk of flood. Therefore, people remain to be left alone with their loss and damage.

Location for Proposed Response:

AIDRom proposes to financially assist the civil population and to participate in the rehabilitation of
infrastructure settlements from the most affected counties, more specifically in the Central and Western
Transylvanian counties - Alba, Arad, Hunedoara, Bihor, Maramures, Cluj, Caras Severin - and in the
Moldavian counties Bacau, Neamt, Vrancea, and Buzau.
AIDRom's implementing partners (see section II) provide the exact information about the most affected
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families and communities. As in previous years, besides AIDRom's implementing partners, the local
Mayor offices will take part in the aid action initiated by AIDRom.

IV. PROJECT  GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of AIDRom’s emergency assistance is to help those families whose houses and farms were
completely washed away by the flood and who are forced to stay with relatives or in temporary,
provisional shelter.
The assistance will consist in supply with construction materials necessary to build new and permanent
shelter for each family, which could be later on extended to regular family houses.

Further, AIDRom would like to contribute to the reconstruction of smaller, but vital infrastructure in
the most affected villages. This includes the reconstruction of small, pedestrian bridges in the villages
in order to overcome the presently limited access of communities to commonly used civil facilities such
as schools, medical dispensaries, churches, markets or others. In other villages, the reconstruction or
rehabilitation of drinking-water fountains and water channels is the most important objective.

In order to reach this goal, AIDRom counts on the financial assistance from ACT and on the voluntary
participation of the population in self-help and community activities to rehabilitate their settlements.

V. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES

Number and Type of Beneficiaries Targeted 

-  111 rural farmer families whose houses were completely lost in the flood
-  13 villages (6 in Transylvania, 6 in Banat, Muntenia) where community infrastructure (such as bridges)
is damaged.
- 2 villages where the rehabilitation of the drink-water net (either natural springs, fountains or artificial
channel systems) is necessary.
- 1 isolated settlement where bridging or electrical rehabilitation is needed

Criteria in Beneficiary Selection

- Families who lost their houses and have a high number of family members, children and elderly people
to be supported.
- Villages, communities in which social (civil) infrastructure (bridges, fountains, water supply system)
is highly damaged, and who are economically poor and do not receive support from other sources.

VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION

Direct assistance will comprise of the construction materials, both for affected families as well as for
community interest settlements, and the costs related to reconstruction and rehabilitation of bridges,
fountains, water supply system and channels.

1. For 48 most affected families all basic materials and items for house reconstruction will be provided:
bricks, cement, construction wood and sand, quick and slacked lime, roof tiles, iron plates, reinforced
concrete, ferroconcrete.
2. For about 51 families, whose houses were seriously damaged, materials for consolidation will be
provided.
3. For those rural settlements where bridges or drinking-water sources need to be repaired, funds will
be allocated into the account of the local Mayor Offices, which will take the necessary decisions and
initiatives on its utilization for most urgent rehabilitation works.
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The Mayor Offices are advised to use the funds exclusively for the acquisition of construction materials
and drinking-water channeling equipment, such as pumps, pipes, wires, etc.

As the largest part of the direct assistance will be covered by AIDRom, other costs such as for
transportation and technical personnel, should be also secured by the Mayor Offices.

The assistance to rural families will be given by the local churches, whose ministers provide the Bishop
Offices with the exact information about families in the most desperate situation. 
The Bishop Offices will decide on the amount which will be allocated to each family. After the
information is collected from all the affected regions, the Bishop Offices will send their grand total needs
to AIDRom, which will transfer (dependant on the funds available) the requested amounts to the Bishop
Offices. In return, the Bishop Offices will send the requested funds to the local churches by specifying
the amount to be allocated per family. According to the amount of financial assistance received, each
family will decide upon the most urgently needed construction items.
The procurement of the necessary items will be coordinated by the local church and its presbyterium,
which will be responsible to find the closest procurement site (local or regional) as well as the cheapest
transportation way. The (re)construction works should be done by each family with its own physical
resources, or by appealing to volunteer help.

Community interest settlements (bridges, water springs, channels, wells) will be rebuild or repaired by
the local Mayor office, which will apply for financial assistance directly to AIDRom. After analyzing the
incoming request, and based on the most urgent needs, AIDRom will decide upon the amount to be
allocated to each community.
The Mayor Offices will be advised to find the most suitable procurement for construction and technical
equipment. Concerning the transportation means and technical personnel for the necessary works, the
Mayor Offices will use its own resources and will enhance voluntary participation of the inhabitants.

VII. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, MONITORING, REPORTING

The overall project finance administration and controls will be done by the AIDRom Emergency Unit,
which will send its periodical and final report to ACT Coordinating Office. 

Concerning the implementing partners, each Bishop Office will appoint a counselor from the Bishop
Council who will take care to receive periodically exact disbursements receipts from all of the church
ministers to whom funds were allocated. This counselor will send his reports and remarks to AIDRom.
All families will be asked to sign a protocol which will confirm the type and quantity of received
materials and the current value of the items.

The Mayor Offices will have all fund movements recorded in their books by the official bookkeepers.
Each allocation of funds will be authorized by the Mayors signature.

Monitoring and controls will be secured by the Bishop Offices’s counselors by visiting the sites and
making on-site inquiries about the stage of implementation, use of funds, etc. AIDRom's Emergency Unit
will also monitor and evaluate through its coordinating officer.

In each village, besides the Mayor who is in charge of supervision, one member of the village council
(usually the financial and economical advisor) will send financial reports to AIDRom, which will be
signed also by the official bookkeeper of the Mayor Office.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE

Project Assessment: July - August1999
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Start Up: September 1999
Implementation:  October 1999 -  March 2000
Close Out: June 2000

IX. COORDINATION

The project will be coordinated by AIDRom through its Emergency Unit. Implementation will be carried
out with the help of the Bishops Offices and the local Mayor Offices. AIDRom will permanently stay
in contact with the implementing partners and will receive periodically reports and disbursements about
the use of the allocated funds.

Coordination meetings will be hold by AIDRom Emergency Unit once a month on various affected local
sites under the participation of the Bishop counselors and Mayors from the affected regions in order to
evaluate the stage of implementation and to identify further needs or difficulties.
Site-coordination will be assured by the local church ministers and Mayors, who are responsible for the
locations.

The institutions involved in this process (AIDRom, Churches, Local Leaderships) will try to attract
governmental institutions to co-operate and financially assist in longer term rehabilitation and disaster
preparedness. Direct assistance from the government and its local representatives will be requested in
form of transportation means, physical and mechanical help from the army, fire department and other
state services.

X. APPEALS PROJECT BUDGET

PLANNED ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO SELECTED LOCATIONS:

LOCALITY DISTRICT LOCAL
PARTNER

AFECTED
FAMILIES

NEEDS TOTAL COST
in ROM LEI

Cuculeasa* Buzau Ortodox Church 25 Construction material 80 Mil. Lei
Hateg* Hunedoara Ort.+Ref.

Churches
14 Construction material 70 Mil.Lei

Sibisel* Hunedoara Major Office 140 Drinkwater system 50 Mil.Lei
Zetea Harghita Ref.Church 18 Construction material 50 Mil.Lei
Filiasi* Mehedinti Ort.Church 21 Construction material,

blankets
70 Mil. Lei

Cotifeni* Mehedinti Ort.Church 13 Construction material 40 Mil.Lei

Tismana Gorj Ort.Church 18 Construction material 25 Mil.Lei
Bujoc * Arad Ref.Church 11 Construction material,

drinkwater system
45 Mil.Lei

Garbau + *Sinpaul Cluj Ort.+Ref. Ch.
Major Office

29 Canalisation,
Construction material

80 Mil.Lei

Borod Bihor Ort. + Ref.
Churches

10 Construction material 30 Mil.Lei

Igiroasa Dolj Ort. Church
Major office

80 Bridge 20 Mil.Lei

Dragotesti Dolj Ort.Church
Major office

60 Bridge 20 Mil.Lei

TOTAL: 580 Mil.Lei
* in high needs

PROJECT  EXPENDITURE
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Category/Description Type No. Unit Cost Total Cost Total USD
Unit Units Loc Curr Loc Curr Budget

1. DIRECT ASSISTANCE

Rehabilitation of Community Infrastructure
(in 13 villages according to the above table)
- Construction materials lump 110 Mil. 7,000

- Shelter Rehab. And Construction family 111 3.4 Mil. 380 Mil. 25,000

- Water and Sanitation villages 2 45 Mil. 90 Mil. 6,000

Sub Total Direct Assistance:  580 Mil.            38,000

2.   PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATIONS & SUPPORT

Category/Description Type No. Unit Cost Unit Cost Total USD
Unit Units Loc Curr USD Budget

Staff Salaries & Support
- 1 Project coordinator month 6 500 3,000
- 2 Volunteer Stipends/Honorariums month 6 200 2,400

Communications
- Telephone and Fax lump 300
- Electronic Mail lump 100

Vehicle Operations
- Fuel (Gasoline & Diesel) lump 300
- Vehicle Rental lump 5,000

Audit & Evaluation
- Audit of ACT Appeal Funds 100

Sub Total Personnel, Administration, Operations, Support: 11,200

TOTAL AIDRom PROJECT EXPENDITURE: 49,200

Total ACT / AIDRom APPEAL TARGET:   US$  49,200
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150 route de Ferney, P.O. Box 2100
1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland

Tel: 41 22 791 6033 Fax: 41 22 791 6506
e-mail: act@act-intl.org

Coordinating Office
APPEAL FACT SHEET

Appeal Number: EURO91 Appeal Name: Romania Floods June/July 1999

Date Issued: 6 August 1999 Project Completion Date:  31 May 2000

Project Description: Assistance to Flood Victims

Implementing Activity Appeal Target
Partner Description (USD)

AIDRom Reconstruction and Rehabilitation 49,200
of damaged village infrastructure
(houses, bridges, wells, water supply
 system)

TOTAL APPEAL TARGET:   $ 49,200
*** Pledges can be communicated to ACT by using the Appeal Pledge Form ***

Please send donations to:
ACT - Action by Churches Together
Account Number: 102539/0.01.61
Banque Edouard Constant
Cours de Rive 11
Case postale 3754
1211 Genève 3
SWITZERLAND
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150 route de Ferney, P.O. Box 2100
1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland

Tel: 41 22 791 6033 Fax: 41 22 791 6506
e-mail: act@act-intl.org

Coordinating Office
APPEAL PLEDGE FORM
(Please fax to the ACT Co-ordinating Office - Fax:++41 22 791 6506)

Appeal Name: Romania Floods June/July 1999            Appeal Number: EURO91

Appeal Target: US$  49,200 Project Completion Date: 31 May 2000

Contributing organization:  .................................. Telephone number:  ..........................

Contact person:  .............................................................. ........................................
Signature Date

1. Contributions to the ACT bank account: 102539/0.01.61

Amount Expected Other Details
(indicate currency) Transfer Date and Source of Funding

(eg Own Funds, Government, Other)

................................... ................................ .......................................................

................................... ................................ ........................................................

2. Contributions direct to an implementing partner:
Implementing Appeal Amount Expected

Partner Component (indicate currency) Transfer Date

............................. .......................... .......................... .....................

............................. .......................... .......................... .....................

3. Applications to back donors - Governments, ECHO, etc:
Application Implementing Appeal Amount

Made to Partner Component (indicate currency)

....................... .......................... .......................... ......................

....................... .......................... .......................... ......................


